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“Experience is a hard teacher because she gives the test first, and the lesson afterwards.” – Oscar Wild

 

How do you start with nothing – break all the rules – and create a business empire? Now here’s your
opportunity to discover the fundamental, timeless lessons that can turn you into a success.

Learn from Manly’s journey of triumph. For a high school dropout, this
is a fascinating story of the founder of Group Colleges Australia. It is
hard to believe, but this is the unlikely, but true story of a man who
had none of the qualities considered necessary for an entrepreneur.
No eccentric IT genius, nor money-market marvel, nor the
innovator/creator of a new market.

As he puts it: “when you put your hand up to go into the world of
business you are going to war. People die in wars – and in my
experience thankfully people die less often in business.

“But it does happen and there are casualties aplenty. And it involves
attrition perseverance, flair, adaptability, thinking on your feet, money
and plain old hard work.”

One should not complain about there being too much competition,
because welcome to the world of commerce.

Writing through the realm of his own success and failures, he tells the
tale of his most unlikely journey – he made every mistake, fell into

every trap, bought every scam. He was even sidetracked by the usual suspects: squabbles over money,
relationships in ruins, and pursued to the point of financial calamity and personal insanity by a vexatious
litigant for 10 years.

With each chapter bookended with insightful business tips, it was only after Alan started ignoring
conventional wisdom and breaking all the rules of business, that everything turned around for him.

Tell us the name of the founder of Group Colleges Australia and you could win one of three
books of The Unlikely Entrepreneur. 

Entries should be sent to competitions@psnews.com.au by next Monday, 26 June 2017.
Names of the winners will be announced in Frank Cassidy’s PS-sssst…! column next week. 
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